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Have you ever heard about 
Augmented Reality?





AR Studio | The photoshop of Augmented Reality



DESIGN

Augmented Reality T-Shirt

ART

Augmented Reality painting

EDUCATION

Augmented Reality book

RETAIL

Augmented Reality shopping

EVENTS

Augmented Reality flyer

ADVERTISING

Augmented Reality banner

Case history



How it works

https://www.andreasjakl.com/basics-of-ar-anchors-keypoints-feature-detection/

Anchors, Keypoints & Feature Detection



AR + IoT

IoT is a combination of physical objects with virtual
representations and services.

Augmented reality provides an ideal interface to IoT
applications by superimposing virtual information about smart

objects and services on a user's view of the real world. 



This allows a user to interact with the physical object as well as
receiving additional context-aware information about the object e.g., 

size, speed and temperature, as well as information about nearby
objects.

AR + IoT



Augmented Reality in IoT - Scientific Figure on ResearchGate. Available from: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Tourist-interacting-with-services-in-AR_fig2_327884565 
[accessed 13 Nov, 2021]



Users do not have to directly interact with the physical objects or 
sensors as augmented reality can be an effective method of providing
additional information about IoT services in the environment, such as

the attributes of a service or the ratings that other users have provided
during previous invocations.

AR + IoT





Example Industry



Example Industry

All this
example in AR 
interact with 
IoT but how?



OTHERS

REST APIs

Over 80% of
all puclic web
APIs*

Dominant Type

*https://www.programmableweb.com/news/json-clearly-king-api-data-formats-2020/research/2020/04/03



Example OpenWeatherMap

No https
Only an AppId





Example Philips Hue*

Works on LAN
Need a token
after push
physical button

https://developers.meethue.com/develop/get-started-2/



Example Philips Hue



Example Philips Hue



Conclusion

Industry experts agree that web services and APIs will 
increasingly come under attack in the coming years.

Recent events, such as the Facebook data leak caused by 
an API vulnerability*, underline the importance of API 

security.

In 2019, OWASP even added a new Top 10 list: the API 
Security Top Ten**.

* https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/data-leak-exposes-267-million/
** https://owasp.org/www-project-api-security/

https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/data-leak-exposes-267-million/
https://owasp.org/www-project-api-security/


Project Works

How we can do to ensure
REST API Security?

Connection Security | API Access Control | API Client Restrictions | 
Sensitive Data in API Communication | Content Type Validation | Response Security Headers | Input Validation



donato@dilium.com

Thanks!


